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1. Introduction 
Modular Nim or Kotzig’s Nim is a 2-player perfect information game without chance 
moves, invented by Anton Kotzig during World War II. A finite move set M = 
Ial ,. . .,a,} E (Zf)m (of distinct elements ai) is given, as well as a modulus n E 
Z+. We imagine the numbers 0,l , . . . , n - 1 written on equally spaced points lying 
consecutively around a circle in clockwise direction, with 0 initially labeled. Player I 
begins by labeling (also called covering or going to) some point ai on the circle, 
provided ai E M. Player II and player I then alternately label points a + aj mod n, 
where a is the most recently labeled point, Uj f~ M, and no point may be labeled 
twice. In normal play, the player first unable to move loses and his opponent wins. 
The outcome is reversed for mistre play. Note that in normal play, a player may lose 
either because the circle has just been tiled (every point on the circle has been labeled), 
or because it has been locally obstructed, although there are still unlabeled points 
on it. 
Modular Nim with move set M = {al,. . . , a,,,} and modulus n will be denoted by 
r = (al,...,a,;n). 
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Fig. 1. A winning strategy for player I for r = (3,9; 20). 
Example. r = (3,9; 20). Fig. 1 shows that player I can win in r in normal play. The 
moves of player I are indicated by solid lines, those of player II by broken lines, here 
and below. Note that player II can prolong the play forcing a tiling of the circle, as 
indicated in Fig. 1, but he may also get stumped at an earlier stage. For instance, if 
the first few plays are 0, 3, 12, 15, 18, then player II will have no legal move after 
player I’s move to 9. 
The strategy shown in Fig. 1 is an example of the more general diamond strategy. 
If A4 = {al ,..., am,bl ,..., b,} with ai + bi = d a constant for 1 <i<m, the diamond 
strategy is to respond with bi when the opponent used ai and conversely. Thus a 
player using the diamond strategy always labels the point d ahead of the point he 
most recently labeled. 
In Section 2 we give some basic facts and in Section 3 we prove three theorems 
of varying generality. In Section 4 we give some results about the special case r = 
(a, a + 1; n), making extensive use of the diamond strategy, and in the final Section 5 
we list some open problems. 
2. Some basic facts 
The term “game” below usually means “Modular Nim game”. (It will be clear from 
the context when this convention is violated.) We begin by collecting a few easy basic 
facts. 
l.LetT=(M;n), aEM.ForeachnEZ +, the game r and its winning strategy are 
evidently invariant under the transformation a -, a + kn for any k E Z. In particular, 
we may consider some of the ai E M to be negative for some given n if this is 
advantageous. (A move a with a < 0 from a last labeled point p means evidently to 
label an unlabeled point at distance (a[ from p in counterclockwise direction.) 
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2. Let P = (al,. ,a,; n). For k E Z, k # 0, we can and will normally identify the 
kui in the game kT = (kul , . . . , ku,;n) with their least nonnegative residues mod n. 
3. Note that the Q; E M need not be absolute constants, but may depend on n. Thus 
for a fixed a E Z?, the game (u,n - a; n) = (a, --a; n) is legitimate. 
4. Given any combinatorial game C, an N-position is any position u from which 
the Next player can force a win, i.e., the player who moves from u. A P-position is 
any position u from which the Previous player can force a win, i.e., the opponent of 
the player moving from U. (N-positions and P-positions have also been referred to in 
the literature as player I and player II winning positions respectively, or as winning 
and losing positions.) The set of all N-positions is denoted by JV and the set of all 
P-positions by 9. 
5. We consider P = (M;n) and P’ = (M’; n’) to be equivalent if there is some 
bijection f : A4 H M' such that a position reached in P by a sequence of moves of 
size ml, m2,. . . , mk is an N-position if and only if the position reached in r’ by the 
sequence of moves of size f (ml), f(mz), . . . , f (mk) is an N-position. This definition 
implies that r E JV if and only if r’ E Jf, and that a move of size m is a winning 
move from a position in r if and only if f(m) is a winning move in the corresponding 
position in r’. 
3. Some basic results 
Lemma 1. Let r = (a,, . . ,a,; n), and g E Zf. Then r is equivalent to r’ = (gal,. . , 
gum; sn). 
Proof. It is clear that in r’ only points which are multiples of g can possibly be 
covered, and thus the others are irrelevant and may be ignored. Thus P’ may be 
considered as a game of Modular Nim on the n points 0, g, . . . , (n - 1 )g with move set 
{@I , . . . , gu,}. By the bijection gai ++ ai, we see this is equivalent to P. 0 
Lemma 2. Let r = (u,,. .,u,; n), and g be relatively prime to n. Then r is equivu- 
lent to rf = (gul,...,gu,;n). 
Proof. Since g is relatively prime to n, k H gk is an automorphism on the additive 
group Z,, and thus the games are equivalent. q 
These two results, taken together, provide a simple way to reduce many games to 
simpler cases: 
Theorem 1. Any game r = (a,,. . . ,a,; n) is equivalent to a game r’ = (~4’; n) with 
gcd(M’) = 1. 
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Proof. Let x = gcd(a I,. . . ,a,,,) and y = gcd(x, n). Then by Lemma I r is equivalent to 
tally,. . ., a,,,/~; n/y) and by Lemma 2 this is equivalent to (al/x,. . . , 
a&; n/y), where gcd(ai/x,. . . ,a,/~) = 1. 0 
Because of this result, it is natural to call a game r = (M; n) primitive if gcd(M) = 1. 
With this terminology, Theorem 1 states that any game may be reduced to a primitive 
game. In general, primitive games are quite tedious to analyze. However, two large 
classes of these games yield very simple patterns. From now on we restict our attention 
to normal play. 
A game f = (M;n) is called Symon (for Symmetric Modular Nim) if M = 
{*al,..., fa,}. We consider two points pi and p2 in a Symon game to be mutually 
adjacent when p2 - pt E M. 
Theorem 2. Let r be a primitive Symon game. Then r is an N-position if and only 
if n is even. 
Proof. Let r = (fai, . . . , fa,;n). When n is even, our goal is to find a partition of 
the points into pairs of mutually adjacent points; then player I may win by always 
labeling the partner of the point which player II labels. When n is odd, we find a 
partition of all points except 0, and player II may adopt the same strategy and win. 
In both cases, it suffices to find an ordering bl, . . . , b, of the points such that b, = 
0 and bi is adjacent to both b;_l and bi+l. When n is even, we take the partition 
{(bl,b2),(63,b4),..., (bn_l, b,)}. When n is odd, we take the partition ((b2, b3), . . . , 
(Ll,b,)}. 
We construct the ordering by first choosing bl = 0 and subsequently adding the first 
ai which yields a new point (one not equal to any previous bj). Define go = n and 
gi = gcd(gi_ 1, ai) for 1 <i 6 m. We claim the algorithm will select exactly those points 
congruent to 0 (mod gk) before it must add any ai with i > k. Proof by induction 
on k. 
By adding only ai the algorithm obtains 0, ai,2ai, and in general all points congruent 
to a multiple of ai (mod n), or equivalently all points congruent to 0 (mod gcd(ai,n) = 
gr ). Suppose that by using only ai , . . . , ak the algorithm generates exactly those points 
congruent to 0 (mod gk). It then adds @+I, and by using only ai,. . . , ak it obtains 
those points congruent to ok+1 (mod gk). Continuing in this pattern, by using only 
al,. . . , ak, ak+l the algorithm will obtain exactly those points congruent to a multiple 
of &+I (mod gk), or equivalently those points congruent to 0 (mod gcd(ak+i,gk) = 
gkfl). 
Let I be the smallest integer such that g/ = gcd(ai, . . . , al) = 1. Then by using the 
moves al,.. .,a~, the algorithm will produce all points congruent to 0 modulo 1, i.e., 
all points on the board, in the desired ordering. 0 
Corollary 1. Let r = (+a,,..., fa,;n) be a Symon game. Let 2P be the highest 
power of 2 which divides (al ,. . .,a,). Then r is an N-position if and only if 2p+l In. 
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Proof. Let x = gcd(ai, . . . , a,,,), let y = gcd(x,n). By Theorem 1, r is equivalent to 
r’ = (&al/x,. . . , ia,/x;n/y). By Theorem 2, r’ is an N-position if and only if n/y 
is even, which is true if and only if 2P+‘(n. Cl 
Theorem 3. Let al,...,a, be odd. For normal play, r = (al,. . ,a,;n) is an N- 
position for all even n. Moreover, for the winning strategy of player I given in the 
proox player II can prolong the play, forcing - zf I- is primitive - a tiling of the 
circle. 
Proof. Player I adopts the strategy of always moving al points forward. Since player II 
cannot label a point twice, and player I moves a fixed distance ahead of player II, 
player I will never be blocked by his own previous plays; since player I plays only on 
odd points and player II only on even, player I will never be blocked by his opponent’s 
previous plays. Thus player I will never be blocked, and must eventually win. 
If player I is committed to this strategy, player II may order the points bl, bz, . . . , b, 
as in the proof of Theorem 2. The algorithm of Theorem 2 selects all points congruent 
to a certain x (mod at), then all points congruent to y (mod al) and so on, selecting 
groups of n/gcd(n,al) points using moves of size aI interspersed with single moves of 
different size. n/gcd(n,al) is even, so the algorithm uses an odd number of ai moves 
followed by one other move - since player I moves first and always moves al points, 
from a point bzi_1 he will always move to bzi, and player II may then move to bIi+l. 
Thus player II may play so as to force a tiling of the circle. 0 
While the strategy given in the proof allows player II to tile the circle when r is 
primitive, this need not be true of other strategies. Thus r = (1,3,7; 12) is a case 
where player I may win and prevent player II from tiling the circle, as found by 
computer and verified manually. 
4. The special case A4 = (Q, CI + 1) 
In this section we present three general results and then derive three special results 
for the case when the move set is (a, a + 1) in normal play, but we are far from having 
a complete solution, i.e., a solution for all a and all n. Note that r = (a,~ + 1; n) is 
nontrivial for all n E P. We also have 
d =2a+ 1, 
where d was introduced in the Example of section 1. 
It will be convenient to assume that player II covered the point 0, an assumption 
that will be adopted throughout this section. 
We first consider the case n z -1 (mod d). 
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Fig. 2. Player I’s strategy for (a,a + 1; (k + 1 )d - 1). 
Theorem 4. In normal play, (a, a + 1; (k + 1)d - 1) E JV (k E Z’), and player I can 
win in at most n - k - 1 moves, so at least k positions remain uncovered. 
Proof. The strategy of player I is indicated in Fig. 2. It is easy to see here and in the 
figures below that single choice moves of the loser (in this case player II) appear only 
when the loser can only make the single indicated move. Player I begins by moving 
to a, and then uses the diamond strategy to cover all positions 3 a (mod d) which 
are less than n. Thus player I covered the k + 1 points a, a + d,. . . ,a f kd. Then 
player II is forced to use a move of a + 1 to cover 1. Before that player II covered 
k from among the 2k positions s -1 or 0 (mod d) which are less than n, namely 
d- 1,d ,..., kd- 1,kd. 
In general, for 0 <j <a - 1, player I moves from j to a + j, and then uses the 
diamond strategy to cover all points E a + j (mod d) which are less than n, so he 
covers the k+ 1 points a+j,a+j+d,... ,a + j + kd. From this last point, player II 
cannot use a move of size a (which would bring him to j), so he moves to j + 1, 
provided j < a - 1. The case j = a - 1 then shows that player I can win. 
In this strategy, player I covered the (k + 1)a points 
{id +a+j : Odi<k, O<j<a - l}, 
which are clearly distinct. Player II covered the a positions {0, 1,. . . , a - 1) and ka 
points from among the k(a + 1) points 
{id +j - 1 : 1 <idk, O<j<a} 
Also all these points are distinct, although this fact is not needed for the proof. It is 
also straightforward to verify that the set of (k + 1)a points covered by player I is 
disjoint from the set of (k + 1 )a + k potential points covered which suffices to establish 
the claim. Cl 
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Fig. 3. Player I’s strategy for (a,a + 1; /cd) in Case A. 
Note that for k = 0, the winning strategy of the proof reduces to player I making 
moves of size a only, and player II of size a + 1 only, and a tiling results. 
Next we turn to the case n E 0 (mod d). 
Theorem 5. For normai play in r = (a, a + 1; kd)(k E Z+) we have r E 9 for k = 1 
and r E ~9’” for every k > 1. In the latter case player I can win in at most n -k + 1 
moves. 
Proof. The case k = 1 follows immediately from Theorem 2. We now assume k > 1. 
Then the first move of player I is to a + 1. We consider two cases, according to the 
two possible responses of player II. 
Case A: Player II covers 2a + 1 = d. The strategy of player I is shown in Fig. 3. 
We see that player I covers the ku + 1 points 
(id +j : O,ci<k - 1, 1 Gj<a} u {u + l}, 
and player II covers the 2a + 1 points 
{d-j,kd-j:O<j<a-l}U{kd-a}, 
and any (k - 2)a points from among the (k - 2)(a + 1) points 
{id -j : 2<i<k - 1, Ogj<,}.. 
The important things to note are that all the points covered by player 1 are distinct, 
and the set of points covered by player I is disjoint from the set of all the potential 
points covered by player II. 
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Fig. 4. Player I’s strategy for (a,a + I;/cd) in Case B. 
Case B: Player II covers 2a + 2 = d + 1. The strategy of player I is depicted in 
Fig. 4. Player I covers the ku + 1 points 
{id+u+j:O<i<k- 1, l~j~a}~{2u+ 1). 
Player II covers the 2u + 1 points 
and any (k - 2)~ points from among the (k - 2)(u + 1) points 
{id +j : 2<i<k - 1, O<j<u}. 
Distinctness of the points covered by player I and disjointness of the sets of points 
covered by player I and all the possible points covered by player II are again easy to 
verify. 
Note that in both Cases A and B, the total number of points covered by both players 
is 2(ku + 1) = n - k + 2 (k 2 2), in n - k + 1 moves. For k = 2 the diamond strategy 
moves are degenerate, but the winning strategy of player I is still valid. 0 
We now turn to the case n E 1 (mod d). 
Theorem 6. For r = (a,~ + 1; kd + l)(k E Ho) the following holds in normal play. 
(i) r E Pfir k = 0, 
(ii) r E JV for k = 1, 
(iii) r E 9 for k = 2, 
(iv) rcNforul1 ka3. 
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Fig. 5. One of player II’s strategies for (a,a + I; 2d + 1). 
II I can’t move to dta ; atit 1 can’t move lo dt4 ; M* I can’t maw to di3 
Fig. 6. Another strategy of player II for (a, a + 1; 2d + I ). 
Proof. (i) Player II wins by default. 
(ii) The winning strategy of player I is to always move by a + 1, forcing player II 
to always move by a (since 2(a + 1) = n). This results in tiling, since the game is 
equivalent to (n/2, -n/2 - 1; n), so the sequence of points covered is 
{O,n/2,-l,n/2- l,-2,n/2-2 ,..., -a,n/2-a= l}, 
consisting of 2(a + 1) = n points. 
(iii) The game now is r = (a,a + 1; 2d + 1 = 4a + 3). The first move of player II 
is always to proceed by a + 1. 
We first consider the case where the first move of player I is to a. The winning 
strategy of player II is summarized in Fig. 5. Player II covers the 2a + 1 points 
{id-j : i E {1,2}, O<j<a - 1) U {0}, 
and player I covers only 2a points, namely { 1,. . . ,a} and a out of the a + 1 points 
{d + 1 + j : O<j=Ga}. Altogether 4a + 1 = n - 2 points were covered. Distinctness 
of the points covered by player II and disjointness of the set of points covered by 
player II and the set of possible points covered by player I are easy to verify. 
Next we consider the case where the first move of player I is by a + 1 and his 
second move by a. The winning strategy of player II in this case is more subtle (see 
Fig. 6). If player I did not get stumped earlier, then player II covers the 2a + 2 points 
d-b+1 
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Fig. 7. One of the strategies of player 1 for (a, a + 1; kd + I), k > 3. 
Player I covers at most the following 2a + 1 points 
{j: l~jQz+l}u{d+2+j:O~j~a-1}. 
Distinctness and disjointness are easily verified. Note that player I can force tiling with 
this winning strategy of player II. 
Finally we consider the case where the first two moves of player I are to proceed by 
a+ 1. Thus the first three moves are all of size a+ 1. Since r G (a+ 1, -3(u+ 1); 4u+3), 
it follows that all subsequent moves are also of size a + 1. Since gcd(u + 1,4u + 3) = 1, 
a tiling results and the last move is done by player II. 
(iv) We consider again three cases, summarized in the following three figures. The 
first move of player I is to a + 1 in all cases. It is easy to see for each case that all 
the points covered by player I are distinct, and that the set of all points covered by 
player I is disjoint from the set of all possible points covered by player II. 
In the first case, the first move of player II is of size a; see Fig. 7. Player I covers 
the ku + 1 points 
{id +2 +j : O<i<k - 1, O<j<u - 1) u (1). 
Player II covers the 2u + 1 points 
{u+2+j:O~j<u-1}U{kd-u+1+~:O~~~u} 
and any (k - 2)~ points from among the (k - 2)(u + 1) points 
{id+u+2+j: lbi<k-2, O<j<u}, 
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Fig. 8. Another strategy of player I for (a, a + I; kd + 1 ), k > 3 
altogether also ku+ 1 points. (Note that this winning strategy of player I holds also for 
k = 2, with degenerate diamond strategy moves. This does not contradict (iii), since 
in case (iii) player II can win only if his first move is of size a + 1 rather than a. For 
k = 1, the above winning strategy of player I reduces to that given in (ii).) 
In the second case, the first move of player II is of size a + 1 and his second move 
is of size a. See Fig. 8. Player I covers at most the ka + 2 points 
{id+2+j:O<i<k- 1, O<j<a-- 1}U{l,d+a+2}. 
Player II covers at most the 3u + 2 points 
and (k - 3)~ points from among the (k - 3)(u + 1) points 
{id+u+2+j:2 didk - 2, O<j<u} 
The total number of points covered by both players is thus at most 2ku + 4 = n + 3 - k 
(k>3). Also note that d+a+2 # (k-l)d+u+2 implies k # 2, and that, for k # 1, the 
points covered by player I are not distinct, and the move u + 1 ---f 2u + 2 E 0 (mod n) 
of player II is illegal. 
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I I 
(k-l)d+l (k-lIdt2 l(k-Od+2 (k-l)d+3 \(k-l)d+J (k-Od+4 ilk-l)d+a (k-l)d+a+l I 
(k\;jdi2 - + 1 (k->di4 +
I 
I 
k---J 
I I 
L---4 L-_-J L--_-J 
Fig. 9. Still another strategy of player I for (a, a + 1; !cd + 1 ), k 3 3. 
Finally, we consider the case where the first two moves of player II are of size a + 1 
(Fig. 9). Player I covers the ka f 2 points 
{a+ l+j : 06jda) U {id+a+2+j : 1 <idk - l,O<j<u - 1) U {2d+ 1). 
Player II covers the 3u + 2 points 
{j:o~j&z}u{d+1+j:O,<Jdu}U{2d+2+j:Odj~a-1}, 
and (k - 3)~ points from among the (k - 3)(u + 1) points 
{id + 1 +j : 3<i<k - 1, O<j<u}. 
Note that for k = 1, the move a + 1 -+ d + 1 E 0 (mod n) of player II is impossible 
and, for k = 2, the final move d + a + 1 -+ 2d + 1 3 (mod n) of player I is impossible. 
0 
Corollary 2. For normal play, r = (1,2; n) E 9 for n = 1,3 and 7, and r E N for 
all other values of n E P. 
Proof. Follows directly from Theorems 4-6. 0 
This and a few other special cases of Modular Nim appear in [ 1, Ch. 151, where 
the analysis for (1,3; n) is attributed to Richard Nowakowski. 
Theorem 7. For normal play, r = (2,3; n) E B for n = 1,5,11 andfor n 3 f2 (mod 5) 
(n#2);undrENforn=2undforn~O,fl (mod5)(n#1,5,11). 
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Fig. 10. Player II’s strategy for (2,3; 5k + 2),k 2 1. 
I 
‘---\ 
2/“>3 I 3/;h 
‘\ 
I 
I 
,i’(, / 
‘\ ,’ 
8;Y 
9 
I 
Fig. 1 I. Player II’s strategy for (2,3; 5k + 3),k >O. 
Proof. The cases n E 0, fl (mod 5) all follow from Theorems 4-6. We first consider 
the case n = 5k + 2. If k = 0, then clearly player I wins. For k>, 1, the strategy of 
player II is shown in Fig. 10. If player I first moves to 2, then player II first covers 
all the points E -1 (mod 5), then the point 1, and then all the points E 0 (mod 5) 
(except 0). If player I first moves to 3, then basically only the order of player II’s 
coverings is reversed: he first covers all the points E 0 (mod 5), and then all the points 
E - 1 (mod 5), and then the point 2. 
Secondly, let n = 5k + 3 (k 20). The winning strategy of player II is depicted in 
Fig. 11 (which includes the case k = 1). 0 
Theorem 8. For normal play, r = (3,4; n) E 9 for n = 1,3,7,9,15 and 23; and 
f E Jf for n E 0,fl (mod 7) (n # 1,7,15) andfor n E f2 (mod 7) (n # 9,23). 
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Proof. The cases n = 1,15 follow from Theorem 6, n = 2,3 from Theorem 1, n = 7 
from Theorem 5. The proof of the other cases is tedious, so we omit it. It is of the 
same character as the proof of Theorem 7, with three rather than only two revolutions 
of the circle. 0 
5. Concluding remarks 
The remaining two cases of Theorem 8, namely n E f3 (mod 7), are left open, but 
we conjecture that player I can win in all these cases. We found the computations too 
tedious to carry out. 
In general, it seems that for M = (a, a + l), a winning strategy involves at most a 
complete revolutions of the circle. 
For fixed M, the input size of r = (M; n) is O(logn). Every play thus takes 
exponential time, since at least one revolution of the circle is needed, which takes 
an/a moves, where a is the move of largest size in M. We believe that in many 
games the loser can always force a tiling or “near-tiling” of the circle. 
A major problem regarding Modular Nim is whether there is a polynomial strategy 
for the general case. There is the possibility that even the decision problem whether 
player I can win from an arbitrary position of Modular Nim is Pspace-complete (the 
problem is clearly in Pspace, but presumably not in NP). Indeed, the game is a special 
case of “directed geography”, for which this decision problem is Pspace-complete [lo]. 
However, we conjecture that every game r = (M; n) is periodic. That is, there exist 
no = n&4) E E+ and p E if+ such that both (M,n) and (M; n + p) have the same 
outcome (N or P) for all n >no. If this holds, then the above decision problem is 
polynomial for every fixed move set M. In this case, we conjecture further that there 
exists also a polynomial winning strategy, i.e., a polynomial algorithm for computing a 
winning move for every N-position. (There are games for which the decision problem 
whether player I can win is polynomial, but the computation of the next move is very 
complex in various senses. See e.g. [7-91. In other games, both of these problems are 
very easy, but it takes the winner “forever” to realize his win [3,4].) 
“Undirected vertex geography” (geography played on the vertices of an undirected 
graph) has a polynomial strategy (see [2,5]). Symon, which is Modular Nim played 
on an undirected graph, is thus also a special case of undirected vertex geography, but 
with logarithmically succinct input size. Theorem 2 shows that also this special case 
is polynomial. 
Another line of investigation is to examine the partizan version of Modular Nim, 
i.e., the case of r = (Ml ,I&; n), where player I can select his moves from MI only, 
and player II from A42 only. We conjecture that also this game is periodic and there- 
fore has a polynomial strategy, although partizan geography is Pspace-complete [6]. 
This conjecture implies, in particular, that also the partizan version of Symon has a 
polynomial strategy. 
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